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Building Better Businesses

Marketing is one of the top challenges for the small business owner-operator. How do you create enough
leads and feed a sales funnel that will help your business succeed and flourish? Many small businesses
have fantastic products and services but fail because they cannot solve this problem.
SMARTer Marketing offers an affordable, practical solution to this problem. It's a marketing program comprising several individually selectable modules addressing key business issues. Each module is designed
for self, guided or group development. Content covers skillsets, processes, business principles, mindset
and other crucial business elements. They are designed especially for the busy entrepreneur and make
techniques, approaches and abilities developed over a career in marketing instantly useable in your business.
Building solid foundations helps understand the business environment. We use an enhanced form of research and analysis to understand your business, its customers, products and competitors. Putting your
customers at the heart of your business will keep you ahead of the competition. If you are the business
that provides what they want better than anyone else, you are the business that wins. Just think about Amazon, Apple and Netflix. It's worked for them.
Business DNA is everything that makes you the business person you are. Most people have gaps that can
limit their ability to grow the business. Each module will add to your business DNA and, given some time,
you will become even more successful as a SMARTer Entrepreneur. Enhancing your skillset is never a
bad thing. The author has spent a lifetime both receiving and giving training and mentoring. On almost
every occasion, he learned something new that made him a better marketeer.
Working SMARTer, not harder, helps you get more success from the same or less effort. It is crazy, I
know, but it is not just possible; with the right approach and some practice, you will form habits that make it
inevitable.
The result of all this is a better business. It's the business that you wake up every morning dreaming about.
You may well become one of the small group of people who enjoy work and find it fulfilling and worthwhile.
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SMARTer Marketing 1.00
This program is structured from the modules listed below.
Each module is designed for self, guided or group development. Content covers skillsets, processes, business principles, mindset and other crucial business elements. They are designed especially for the busy
entrepreneur and make techniques, approaches and abilities developed over a career in marketing instantly useable in your business.

Building SMARTer
Marketing Foundations

SMARTer Branding

SMARTer Customer
Centricity

SMARTer Sales

SMARTer Strategy &
Planning

SMARTer Lead Generation

Working SMARTer Not
Harder

SMARTer Marketing Tools

SMARTer business DNA

SMARTer Digital Marketing
Foundations

QuickStart

Made SMARTer Just For You

Many companies have forgotten they sell to actual people. Humans care about the entire experience, not just the marketing or
sales or service. To really win in the modern age, you must
solve for humans.
Dharmesh Shah
Co-Founder, HubSpot
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SMARTer Marketing
Building SMARTer Marketing
Foundations

Building a better business through SMARTer marketing is like constructing a building. Get the foundations
right, and you have a solid base to build on. Get them wrong, and it doesn't matter how good the rest of
your work is; the cracks will appear to hamper your progress.
Businesses need a purpose, but sometimes it's not that clear, and everyone suffers. If you can identify
clear business objectives, it gives your organisation focus. If your objectives are specific, measurable,
achievable, relevant and time-bound, you can start building the strategies to achieve them.
Marketplace knowledge helps you create and adjust strategies to optimise your business to its environment. It's the start of customer-centricity, improved product-market fit, more effective marketing and, given
time and a bit of application, even greater success.
Trends come and go; some last longer than others. If your business can identify and capitalise on trends
faster than its competition, it will lead the pack. You will enjoy all the advantages of leading the way and
reaping the benefits of being first to market.
Sometimes we can't see the elephant in the room and miss chances to grow the business. Sometimes we
miss the needle in the haystack, and others find it, seizing the opportunity and growing their businesses.
Taking the time to look for opportunities is a sure way to reduce the chances of missing out.
Most businesses have things holding them back, reducing their chances of success. Whilst we feel it's better to focus on opportunity, sometimes threats are so debilitating that they must be addressed. Again, it's
worth taking the time to identify and assess how to handle things.
All of this helps you identify strategies and assess them. As Henry Mintzberg famously said, "Strategy is
the start of planning".

At a glance
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Building SMARTer marketing foundations
This module is structured from the "Key SMARTer Marketing elements" listed below.
Each "Key SMARTer Marketing element" has its own Key Page. Each page provides more information,
some business coaching points, examples from other businesses and a space to jot down your discoveries
and thoughts. Using the Key Pages is not vital, but it keeps everything in one place, which is handy as you
progress through the modules.

Research capabilities
What are your objectives?
Who are your high value customers ?
What products do you offer ?
What are your strengths ?
What are your weaknesses ?

What opportunities can you see ?
What threats can you see ?
Link and assess your strategic options
What actions must you take next?

The first step toward change is awareness.
The second step is acceptance

Nathanial Branden
Objective thinker & Author
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Building SMARTer Marketing
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Building SMARTer marketing foundations

Skillset

The Skillset needed in this module is all about research capabilities. Research can be defined as a 'stepby-step process that involves the collecting, recording and enriching, analysing and interpreting of information. We don't plan to make you an expert, but we hope to share some techniques to give you the edge.
Let's take a look at each component.
Good research is based on accurate and appropriate data. We are flooded with information; some is good,
some not so good, so you must be careful when choosing your sources. Collecting information can start
simply with a web search using appropriate keywords or phrases. For example, suppose Absolute Accounting wants to see who its competition is. In that case, they search "accountant near me" and get tons
of hits. Other sources of information include networking groups, franchise sites, associations, review sites,
websites, social media and existing surveys and reports. If you can take a more direct and personal approach, surveys, questionnaires, and interviews provide the opportunity to tailor the interaction to provide
better, more focused information.
As you collect your information, you need to record it and prepare for the analysis stage. Recording it often
takes various forms; hand-written notes and lists, questionnaires, stuff you get from the web, reports,
PDFs, Spreadsheets etc. It would help if you had a way to get the significant bits into a format you can analyse. The Key Pages in each module offer one way, but you will need others. Microsoft Office includes
OneNote, which is excellent for storing and organising all sorts of information and Excel, the industry
standard for analysing structured data. Other brands are available.
Analysing information calls for some basic skills analysis techniques and, most importantly, objective thinking. Your primary skills hopefully include spreadsheets, as they are invaluable when you have lots of information to look at. We have embedded a proven analysis technique in this module. It is commonly known
as SWOT, and it helps you look at factors both inside your business and outside your market environment.
As you progress through the analysis process, you will discover things, gaining insight and knowledge that
will be helpful to you and your business.
You are likely to make better, more informed decisions if you are data-driven. They are based on facts,
metrics and data rather than hunches and feelings.

General approach
• Schedule some of the time you put by for this module and go

somewhere you wont be disturbed
• This is an iterative process; start small and come back to develop

your findings
• Try to keep the number of your entries down to start with.
• Be realistic; don’t be overly positive of negative.
• Don’t be vague ; the more specific you are, the easier it is to
develop later.
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Tips & Hacks

Building SMARTer marketing foundations

Research capabilities

Use this space to jot down the information sources, recording methods and potential enrichment techniques,
analysis tools and skills you think you might need to gain if it helps you.
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Building SMARTer marketing foundations
This module is structured from the "Key SMARTer Marketing elements" listed below.
Each "Key SMARTer Marketing element" has its own Key Page. Each page provides more information,
some business coaching points, examples from other businesses and a space to jot down your discoveries
and thoughts. Using the Key Pages is not vital, but it keeps everything in one place, which is handy as you
progress through the modules.

What are your objectives?
Who are your high value customers ?
What products do you offer ?
What are your strengths ?
What are your weaknesses ?

What opportunities can you see ?
What threats can you see ?
Link and assess your strategic options

The first step toward change is awareness.
The second step is acceptance

Nathanial Branden
Objective thinker & Author
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Building SMARTer marketing foundations

What are your objectives?
People start and run businesses for lots of reasons.
Following a passion, being their own boss, doing
their own thing and reaping the rewards for the risk
they are taking to name a few.
Vividly describing your objectives in written form is
strongly associated with goal success. People who
do this are anywhere from 1.2 to 1.4 times more likely to achieve their objectives than people who don’t.
Objectives vary in size and importance. For example, affording the dream house or car is likely a significant undertaking; Making your next sale will take
less effort.
Business coaching
Think about yourself and your business. Do you
know what you want to get out of it and have clear
objectives? Have you written them down? If you do,
great; if you don’t, take a few minutes and think
about
• What do you want right now?
• Where do you want to be in one year?
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• Where do you want to be in five years?
• What objectives will help you get there?
• Can you make the objective SMART later, just get

the basics down now.
Examples
Here is an example from Marketing Crew

“To increase the number of larger, more valuable
clients”
Here is an example from Absolute Accounting

“To develop the higher value services side of the
business”
Here is an example from The Artists Studio

“To move the business from on-line only to face to
face”

Building SMARTer marketing foundations

Who are your high value customers ?
Customers are crucial to any business, but not all
are equal. Some spend more and spend longer than
others. Perhaps you have noticed this?
Marketing is expensive, so it makes sense to target
your spending on people who will give you the best
return for each £ spent.

“Audiences” to help you target individuals and businesses. You will find plenty of helpful stuff if you
Google the respective platform name + audiences.
“Audiences”

Business coaching

“Services businesses that are lacking marketing
and sales skills”

We want to identify high-value customers in a way
that helps us target similar people or businesses in
our marketplace. If you keep revenue records per
customer, use them to create a report. If you don’t,
start now. How can you describe the high spenders?
The characteristics we need to use are dependent
on the channels we plan to use when we target
them.
Typically they will include gender, age, location, demographics, interests and behaviours.
If you think you will use social media in your marketing process, look at the platforms and see what they
use.
LinkedIn, Facebook, Twitter and Instagram use
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Examples
Here is an example from Marketing Crew

Here is an example from Absolute Accounting

“IT Businesses that are large enough to benefit
from an FD but too small to need one full time”
Here is an example from The Artists Studio

“A loyal group of customers that followed the
business on-line but now want the face to face
experience again”

Building SMARTer marketing foundations

What products do you offer ?
Products are products and services you offer in the
marketplace. They are the things customers buy
which in turn generates sales revenue for the business. Customers buy them because they want to
make a "Gain" or avoid a "Pain".
If you can identify what features of your product accomplish this, you can create compelling content for
your adverts.
If you can identify gaps in your product offering, you
can improve your product and its fit in the marketplace.

Examples

Business coaching

Here is an example from The Artists Studio

At this stage, we want a basic description of the
products you offer in your marketplace. If you have
loads and loads of them, describe the main types
rather than all the variants.
We want to keep this as simple as possible right
now; we will expand on it later when we start looking
at how well you fit customer's needs, wants, likes
and dislikes.

“Face to face art courses”
“On-line art courses”
“Artists supplies”
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Here is an example from Marketing Crew

“Marketing programs”
“On-line and face to face consultations”
“Custom designed problem centric engagements”
Here is an example from Absolute Accounting

“Business tax advice”
“Virtual FD”
“Payroll”
“Audit”

Building SMARTer marketing foundations

What are your strengths ?
Strengths make your business what it is. They are
internal to your business, and you control them. For
example, factors relating to products, pricing, costs,
profitability, performance, quality, people, skills,
adaptability, brands, services, reputation, processes
and infrastructure.
Business coaching
Strengths can make your business stand out from
the rest. Hopefully they are what your marketplace is
looking for and are willing to select you because of
them. Ask yourself these questions and see what
answers you get;
• What are your super-powers ?
• What are you really good at ?
• What unique knowledge, talent, or resources do
you have?
• What do other people say you do well?
• What resources do you have available?
• What is your greatest achievement?

Areas to consider
•
•
•
•
•

People
Processes
Skills
Finance
Knowledge

Examples

Here is an example from Marketing Crew

“Loads of marketing and sales expertise”
“Experience of start-ups, SME and large
businesses”
Here is an example from Absolute Accounting

“Experience working as an FD in an SME”
“Research skillset”
Here is an example from The Artists Studio

“Superb Art, Social and Sales Skills”

Building SMARTer marketing foundations

What are your weaknesses ?
Weaknesses limit your business. They are internal
and you control them. For example, factors relating
to products, pricing, costs, profitability, performance,
quality, people, skills, adaptability, brands, services,
reputation, processes and infrastructure.
Business coaching
It is hard to identify weaknesses because you don’t
know what you don’t know. For example, we all think
we are the most incredible salespeople. In most cases, sadly, this is not true. Unless you have a lot of
experience, you don’t know which bits are missing or
weakly represented. Ask yourself these questions to
get started;
• What knowledge, talent, skills and/or resources are
you lacking?
• What disadvantages do you have?
• What do other people say you don’t do well?
• What customer complaints have you had about
your service?
Areas to consider
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•
•
•
•
•
•

People
Processes
Skills
Products
Finance
Knowledge

Examples

Here is an example from Marketing Crew

“Lack of financial, HR, property management and
support skills”
Here is an example from Absolute Accounting

“Lack of marketing and sales skills”
Here is an example from The Artists Studio

“Organisation and technical skills”

Building SMARTer marketing foundations

What opportunities can you see ?
Opportunities are external to your business; they are
part of the environment your company trades in.
They are part of your business environment, but
there is very little you can do to control them. However, it is vital to discover them and make the most
of what they offer.
Opportunities are created and removed by factors
that affect markets, sectors, and audiences. For example, the fashion sector is affected by seasonality
and trends. Nearly all businesses are affected by the
economic climate and, more recently, the COVID
pandemic.
Business coaching
Ask yourself these questions;
• What opportunities are present today?
• From which recurring tendencies can you profit?
• Which opportunities are growing?
• What could be done today that isn’t being done?
• What is missing on the market?
Areas to consider
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• Opportunities for your business in its current sector
• Opportunities in complimentary sectors
• Something completely different.

Examples
Here is an example from Marketing Crew

“Services businesses that are lacking marketing
and sales skills”
Here is an example from Absolute Accounting

“IT Businesses that are large enough to benefit
from an FD but too small to need one full time”
Here is an example from The Artists Studio

“A loyal group of customers that followed the
business on-line but now want the face to face
experience again”
“Friends, family and acquaintances of members in
the loyal group”

Building SMARTer marketing foundations

What threats can you see ?
Threats are external to your business; they are part
of the environment your company trades in. As they
are part of your business environment, there is very
little you can do to control them. It is, however, vital
to identify them and include appropriate actions in
your plans.
Threats come and go. They are created and removed by factors that affect markets, sectors, and
audiences. For example, most businesses face competition of some kind. Nearly all businesses are affected by the economic climate and, more recently,
the COVID pandemic.

•
•
•
•

Business coaching

“Lack of knowledge in the target market for
virtual FD services”
“Shedloads of competitors both large and small”

•
•
•
•

What threats are present today ?
Which threats are growing ?
What could be done today that isn’t being done?
What is effecting your marketplace ?

Areas to consider
• Competitors both direct and indirect.
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The economic climate.
Availability of labour.
Availability of materials.
The climate.

Examples
Here is an example from Marketing Crew

“Weak demand in the SME-Services sector”
“Boatloads of competitors both direct and
indirect”
Here is an example from Absolute Accounting

Here is an example from The Artists Studio

“Lookalike businesses competing for the same
customer base”
“IP theft from lookalike businesses”

Building SMARTer marketing foundations

Objective Thinking
Skillsets

Making the right decisions can be difficult for an entrepreneur. Objective
thinking helps by reducing or eliminating emotions or bias that compromises how you process facts.
There's a limit to most people's ability to think objectively. Still, you can
help by using these simple strategies as you progress through this
module.

Reduce or remove emotional bias from the equation. Stop and assess how are you feeling right now. Are
you overly happy or sad? What assumptions have you made? Be aware of these factors and try to restructure your thinking accordingly.
Change your line of thinking. For example, if you are a decision based on the assumption that you can increase revenue by 10%, would it still be as good if sales stayed at current levels?
Use Pro and Con Lists. This might be "old-fashioned", but it works. Take each option in your decision and
make a list with two columns, one "Pro" and the other "Con". The more critical the decision, the more time
you can justify on this exercise.
Create a Scoring System. This can help reduce your decision to a numbers game. Start with a simple system, say 1 to 5 for good ratings and -1 to -5 for bad. Look at your factors one by one, score them, add the
scores, and you will get a total weighting. Total + scores are good, and total – are bad.

Once you have made your decision, stay with it unless factors have changed. Assuming you are getting
better at this objective thinking stuff, you will have made the best decision based on the data you have. If
this is the case, you are wasting time revisiting the issue.
Ask someone you trust and value what they think. It's good to get a second opinion after you have reached
your decision, even better as you make it.

At a glance
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Building SMARTer marketing foundations

Strategy is not the consequence of planning, but the opposite:
its starting point.

Henry Mintzberg
Cleghorn Professor of Management
Studies

Link and assess your strategic options
Strategic options form the foundations for subsequent, more detailed planning to achieve your objectives. The five previous Key Pages have taken you
through a classic SWOT process with added
“objectives.” Now we want to identify and access
some strategic options to capitalise on your work to
date.
We are going to use a TOWS analysis. TOWS and
SWOT are acronyms for different arrangements of
the words: Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities
and Threats. But, while SWOT tends to focus on
brainstorming all points that fall under these four
headings, TOWS takes it to the next step.
Business coaching
Mindful of your overall objectives look at your four
SWOT pages and try to link items on each page. Doing this allows you to gain better understanding of
the strategic choices that you have. (Remember that
"strategy" is the art of determining how you'll "win" in
business and life.)
This Key Page is designed to help you link and assess strategic options based on your work so far.
• First off, look at your OPPORTINITY & THREATS
pages and list them in the top two sections of the
page.
• Next, look at your STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES
pages and list them in the two sections on the left
of the page.
• So far, so good? Now link STRENGTHS to OPPORTUNITY in pairs in the STRENGTHSOPPORTUNITY section. Nest link STRENGTHS
to THREATS in the STRENGTH-THREATS section.
• Do the same for THREATS recording the linked
pairs in the sections on the right.
Examples
Here is an example from Marketing Crew
STRENGTH-OPPORTUNITY (SO)

“Use Marketing and sales experience to help
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services businesses lacking it to improve their
capabilities”
STRENGTH-THREAT (ST)

“Repackage S&M skills in a more affordable way
for the SME services sector”
Here is an example from Absolute Accounting
STRENGTH-OPPORTUNITY (SO)

“Use the experience of working as an FD in SMEs
to provide a virtual FD service to IT businesses”
STRENGTH-THREAT (ST)

“Use research capability to develop market
knowledge for virtual FD services”
Here is an example from The Artists Studio
“STRENGTH-OPPORTUNITY (SO)

“Use art, social and sales skills to create a superb
face to face experience for their loyal customers ”
STRENGTH-THREAT (ST)

“Use sales skills to differentiate the face to face
product and take clients from the competition ”

Building SMARTer marketing foundations
External OPPORTUNITIES (O)

External THREATS (T)

Internal STRENGTHS (S)

STRENGTH-OPPORTUNITY (SO)

STRENGTH-THREAT (ST)

Internal WEAKNESSES (W)

WEAKNESS-OPPORTUNITY (WO)

WEAKNESS-THREAT (WT)

Link and assess
your strategic
options
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QuickStart
#
Order

Target
Date

Action

Review
Date

Completed
Date

What actions must you take to move your choices forward?
Actions speak louder than words, so the saying
goes. This is especially true here because the proper
actions will help you make the best choice and
achieve your objective.
This step in your success process is here to get you
started in your planning process. It's here to get a
few ideas on paper, not to produce the detailed, actionable plan you may need.

• When is your target date?
• When will you review progress? (see the next Key

Business coaching

Examples

Look at the choices you have identified on the previous page. Is one better than the others? Are some
worse than the rest?
• Can you pick the best choice right now?
• Can you eliminate some less good choices now?
If the answer to either is yes, do it right now and
move on to developing the your choice. Get yourself
started by answering these questions.
• What actions will you take?
• When will you take those actions?

Here is an example from the Marketing crew

page)
Areas to consider
• Personal actions
• In-house actions
• Outsourced actions

“Develop the strategy based on helping services
businesses lacking it to improve their marketing
capabilities”
Here is an example from Absolute Accounting

“Choose a partner to help develop the marketing
strategy to provide a virtual FD service to IT
businesses”

SMARTer Marketing
Help

The program comprises several modules. Each module is packed with articles, help on skillsets, mindsets,
building SMARTer business DNA, tips and hacks from Samantha, quotes, and most importantly Key Pages.
The program comprises a wide range of modules. Each module contains content positioning it, tips and
hacks from our in-house expert Samantha, inspiring and sometimes illuminating quotes and, most importantly Key Pages.
Key Pages provide you with more information on each “Key to SMARTer Marketing” in the form of positioning content, business coaching and examples from our three selected services businesses. They are all
real businesses, but we have changed their identity to protect the innocent. Key Pages can be used in a
browser, PDF app or printed out and filled in by hand.
If you have a better way of managing your thoughts, discoveries and developments as you progress
through the modules, please feel free. In fact, there comes the point where some organizational software
is most certainly needed.

Key Page

Space to capture
your thoughts
“Key” to SMARTer
Marketing

A few words to
position the “Key”

A bit of
business coaching
to help you
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Some examples to
give you the idea

Help
From the lovely Samantha
• Here is some of the content you will encounter as you journey through

your SMARTer Marketing Program.
• We put it there to make your voyage easier for busy SMARTer

Entrepreneurs.
• Not all items appear in all modules
• If you need help, contact us at simon@smarterentrepreneurs.co.uk
Tips & Hacks

SMARTer Marketing “Skillsets” provides content pointing the way to
skills that will help you complete the
module successfully.
Skillsets

At a glance
SMARTer Marketing “Mindset” provides content pointing the way to
attitudes and approaches that will
help you complete the module successfully.

Quotations from the great and the
good to light your way

Mindsets

Quotes

Those very special things that make
you the business person you want
to be
SMARTer DNA

Business principles to guide your
way to success
Principles

These are the businesses we use to provide examples on the Key Pages. They are real companies but
their identify has been concealed to protect the innocent

Business name
Description

The company offers business advice and consultancy services especially in the marketing area

Business name

Absolute Accounting LLP

Business type

An accountancy business

Business name
Business type
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The Marketing Crew

The Artists Studio
A business offering art classes

Need help?
We offer support and development sessions for entrepreneurs who want to build a better business
and have chosen us to help them. It's a 30 Minute Zoom session designed to help get the best out
of SMARTer Marketing

Use the session to
Get answers to questions on items you want to clarify
Delve a bit deeper into issues you need to understand better
Get additional templates to broaden your approach.
Get some coaching and advice in any area of SMARTer marketing
In fact, do almost anything that helps build a better business!
https://www.smarterentrepreneurs.co.uk/book-online

simon@smarterentrepreneurs.co.uk

www.smarterentrepreneurs.co.uk

